Verify Correct EZ Flap Model Selection
Before installation, please verify that your EZ Flap unit is the correct unit for your
aircraft. EZ Flap is produced in two different styles, which cover nearly all US built
manual flap aircraft. However, the two styles are not interchangeable. Installing the
incorrect version will not work, is not approved, and may cause unsafe interference with
other aircraft components. Before proceeding, please verify that you have purchased the
correct EZ Flap unit for your aircraft!
The original style EZ Flap unit has a data tag specifying part number EZ-16, and a three
digit serial number hand engraved on the very bottom of the unit next to the threaded
clamp bolt holes such as 001, 016, 027, 152, etc.
This model fits:
• Cessna 170, 172, 175, 180, 182 and 185
• Piper PA-28, PA-32, PA-34, PA-44 (“Cherokee” family)
• Beechcraft 19 /23 /24 (“Musketeer” family)
EZ Flap “Style 18” units have a data tag specifying part number EZ-21, and a four digit
serial number beginning with “18-“ hand engraved on the very bottom of the unit next to
the threaded clamp bolt holes such as 18-06, 18-30, 18-54, etc.
This model fits:
• Piper PA-18, PA-19, PA-20, PA-22 (“Super Cub”, “Pacer”, “Tri-Pacer” family)
• Stinson 108 family
• Maule Aircraft family
If your aircraft parts supplier has accidentally shipped the incorrect EZ Flap unit for your
aircraft, feel free to contact EZ Flap directly and we will exchange the product for the
correct unit at no charge. Please DO NOT attempt to install the wrong unit on your
aircraft - there is a difference, it is not safe or legal, and you will not experience all the
performance or safety benefit available for your aircraft.

STOP!
FAA Documentation Requirement
The FAA requires the STC holder (EZ Flap) to keep records of the aircraft type,
registration and serial number of every aircraft upgraded with this STC.
The FAA approval of this product also requires that an “Installation Authority” STC
approval is issued and signed by the STC holder (not the installing mechanic) for your
specific aircraft, and is placed in the aircraft records.
This is in addition to your mechanic signing the logbooks and FAA Form 337
It is the legal responsibility of the aircraft owner and/or the installing mechanic to get the
FAA approved “installation authority” issued for the specific aircraft and signed by the
STC holder. By purchasing and/or installing this product, the aircraft owner agrees to
furnish the STC holder with the aircraft type, registration and serial number of the
aircraft, and to keep the “installation authority” form as part of the aircraft records.
The installation of this EZ Flap STC product is not approved, and the aircraft cannot be
returned to service, and no warranty or guarantee will be honored until the aircraft
information is furnished to the STC holder and “installation authority” form is signed and
issued for each aircraft being upgraded with this STC.
To comply with these FAA requirements, you may choose either of the following:
Fill out the included “Installation Authority” form with
1) the name and address of the aircraft owner,
2) aircraft type (C-172, etc.), registration (N12345, etc.), serial number (172-12345)
and mail it to:

To:
EZ Flap Installation Authority
21033 Strathern St.
Canoga Park, CA 91304
OR:
Contact EZ Flap 818-634-9762 ,
or you may e-mail info@ezflaphandle.com Subject: Installation Authority

Thank you for your purchase of the EZ Flap flap handle extension STC !

EZ Flap
FAA-PMA STC# SA02246LA
Cessna Piper Maule Stinson Beech
www.ezflaphandle.com
For Installation or Operational Problems Call 818-634-9762
Installation Authority

Permission and authority is hereby given to ______________________________for the
installation of STC SA02246LA and the associated FAA-PMA flap handle
extension/assist device on the following individual aircraft:
_______________________________________________________________________ .
Type of Aircraft

Registration

Serial Number

The installation shall be accomplished in accordance with EZ Flap installation instruction
manual ___________ and also in accordance with AC 43.13-1B. The mechanic(s)
performing, inspecting and certifying the installation of this STC is responsible for
insuring that this STC does not interfere with any part of the aircraft or installed aircraft
equipment, and that the installation does not have any adverse effect on any previously
approved configuration, and that the EZ Flap device does not interfere with the normal
operation of any flight or engine controls.

By installing this STC, the installing mechanic(s) certify that the device has been
installed properly, fully function-tested and shown to be safe for flight operations, that
the aircraft owner(s)/pilot(s) have been informed of the proper operation of this STC, and
that all documentation including Instructions for Continued Airworthiness are placed in
the aircraft records.

_____________________________________
EZ Flap
William M. Berle
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Please read through these instructions
once fully to familiarize yourself with the
procedure, then go back and perform each
step in sequence as shown to complete
your installation.
Note: EZ Flap may be shipped either partially assembled or fully assembled. Some or all of
the parts and/or sub-assemblies may have been completed at the factory before shipping.

You will need:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drill with #36 or 7/64” bit
6-32 “plug tap” (and “starting” tap if available)
Phillips screwdrivers medium and large
3/16” Allen hex key wrench
Drop cloth, large rags, towels, etc.
Medium strength thread locking compound,
Good quality grease
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Before you begin installation of the EZ Flap upgrade:
1. Remove all molded plastic or foam grips, “grip tape”, padding, etc. from the flap handle.
2. Move the flap handle to the fully deployed position and allow the un-lock button to engage.
3. Inspect & Repair any corrosion on the steel flap handle and apply protective paint or
primer as needed. Do not mount the aluminum EZ Flap unit onto exposed bare steel!
4. Verify that no placards will be obscured by the EZ Flap device. If any placard is obscured
you must move the placard until it is completely visible, or install a new placard.
5. Place towels around the base of the flap handle to keep drill shavings out of the mechanism.
Tape around the base of the flap un-lock button to keep shavings out of the gap.

Step 1:
Piper and Maule Installations
Using the steel tab as a guide (as shown in the illustration) mark
the location of the two holes on the end of the flap un-locking
button. Hold the steel tab in position as shown, and mark the center of the two mounting holes using a felt tip marker. Remove the
tab and establish the hole centers using a center punch. The two
mounting holes should be aligned parallel to the centerline of the
fuselage (fore and aft). The holes will be close to the edge.

FWD

TAB
BUTTON

FWD

Stinson 108 Installations - See Appendix 1 Now
There is a short procedure required to change over to a different
steel tab, and prepare the domed button for mounting the tab.
Perform this procedure now as shown in Appendix 1, before
proceeding to the next step. Stinson owners please contact EZ
Flap for your free drill jig tool, which guarantees the (critical)
correct alignment of the holes and prevents breakage of the drill.
Read Step 2 (below) for information on safely tapping the holes
without breakage.

Step 2:
Note: The hole locations on the Maule and Piper are close to the
edge of the aluminum button, and must be drilled with care.

Drill
DRILL

See Appendix 1 for important details on the Stinson installation.
Check several times to be sure the holes are marked correctly,
then drill the holes with a #36 or 7/64” drill to a depth of 3/4”,
being sure to drill “straight” into the flat surface of the button so
the holes are not angled.

Flap
Handle

Tap the holes for 6-32 thread size, backing off the tap frequently
to prevent breaking it, and cleaning the cutting debris from the
slots. Use a good quality cutting oil or tapping fluid. If you have
a long tapered “starting tap”, it will be much easier (and less
risk of breaking the tap) to begin the threading process with this
tool, followed by a “bottoming tap” or “plug tap” to thread the
holes all the way to the bottom.

Aircraft Flap Handle

(Step 2, cont’d)
Test-fit the 6-32 screws and re-tap if needed until they engage
fully. When satisfied, clean any debris out the tapped holes
and clean the hole threads with solvent spray. Remove the rag
or towels and tape, making sure to remove all debris from inside the aircraft flap handle tube. A “shop-vac” with small
attachments is recommended. Verify that the button can be
depressed normally with only a small thumb force.
Important! If your aircraft’s flap system requires significant
thumb “push” force to un-lock the flap mechanism, stop now
and clean, lubricate or repair the flap system until it operates smoothly and with only a slight force.

Flap

Step 3:
Aluminum spacers are used to adapt the main EZ Flap clamp
onto the smaller Piper, Maule, or Stinson flap handles. A 7/8”
inside diameter tube spacer is used for Stinson and a few
Piper installations, while two 3/4” inside diameter “half-tube”
spacers are used for Maule and most Piper installations.
Choose the correct spacer that fits your aircraft’s flap handle
tube. If the correct spacer was not included with your EZ Flap
unit, contact us and one will be provided free of charge.
Put the hex head Clamp Bolts through the lower clamp shell,
and partly screw them into the threaded holes in the lower
portion of the main handle clamp.
Slide the aluminum spacer(s) into the assembled clamp so
the slots are at the 3 O’clock and 9 O’clock position (next to
the gap between the upper and lower clamp halves).
The cable sheath sits in the notch in the main handle clamp
“above” the spacer, not “pinched” between the spacer and the
aircraft’s flap handle.

Hex-head Clamp Bolts

Step 4:
Important! This process of carefully “locating” the EZ Flap
unit, and verifying over and over that it remains clear of (and
does not interfere with access to) any flight/engine/fuel control, is the most critical and important step… it must be completed and tested thoroughly and carefully before flight!
Slide the EZ Flap handle and spacer(s) into position on the
aircraft flap handle. Center the spacers inside the lower clamp.
Slide this assembly down on the aircraft flap handle until it is
approximately two inches aft (below) the end of the aircraft
flap handle tube.
Push the flap button down with your thumb and swing the
flap handle through its full movement (zero flap through full
flap) several times while adjusting the position of the EZ Flap
unit forward or aft. Find the best position for EZ Flap, where
it stays clear of the instrument panel, all flight and engine
controls, fuel valves and controls, seats and seat cushions,
etc. throughout the entire range of movement. Center the upper EZ Flap handle between the front seats unless an offcenter position is required for proper working clearance.
Once the correct position is found, move the cable sheath in
and out through the lower clamp notch until the front edge of
the sheath is just below/behind the end of the flap handle tube
(not the button). Verify that the cable sheath lays down
straight on top of the flap handle.
At this stage, the steel tab is still hanging from the cable and
not attached to the un-lock button Tighten the lower clamp
bolts just snug, using the 3/16” Allen hex wrench.
The optional foam tube lower grip, “racquet grip” wrap tape,
“stretch tape”, or upholstery can now be installed to cover the
cable sheath if desired. Any such covering cannot cover or
interfere with the cable itself, or free movement of the button.
(Piper PA-18 Installation)
“Rotate” the EZ Flap as needed to clear the cockpit structure,
and to not interfere with the trim crank or fuel valve. Test the
movement of the flap control, verifying that the pilot’s hand
will not come into contact with the fuselage structure, the elevator trim crank, fuel valve, or any switches or wiring
throughout the full flap travel.

Piper PA-18

Step 5:
When satisfied that the EZ Flap unit is positioned correctly
and cannot cause interference with any part of the aircraft,
now finally tighten the lower main clamp bolts securely.
(Carefully removing one bolt at a time and applying medium
thread-locking compound is recommended)
Do not overtighten or apply enough force to crimp, collapse
or bend the aircraft flap handle tube. EZ Flap must be able to
be kicked out of the way (rotated down) for emergency exit
with moderate effort.
Step 6:
Place the steel retaining tab back onto flap button. Install the
steel tab using the two 6-32 screws. Use a drop of a medium
strength thread locking compound on the threads to reduce
maintenance and prevent the screws from loosening .
Step 7: Final Adjustment
Loosen the trigger bolt so the cable can slide freely through
the slug. Apply a drop of medium strength thread-locking
compound to the bolt threads at the aluminum slug.
With the trigger bolt not tightened against the cable, verify
that the flap control is in the fully deployed position and the
aircraft’s flap un-lock button is fully extended (locked). Wiggle the flap handle up and down to insure the button is fully in
the locked position. Slide the cable rearward until the swaged
“stop sleeve” is resting against the steel retaining tab.
Holding the stop sleeve against the steel tab, move the slug
(by holding the trigger bolt) so that the trigger bolt is 1/16”
behind the bottom of the slot in the upright tube. Tighten the
bolt until it securely clamps the cable inside the slug.
Pushing only the original aircraft lock button (and steel tab) to
unlock the handle, lower the flaps to the fully retracted
(cruise) position and allow the button to snap forward
(locked).
Snap the plastic cap into the top of the upright tube, and
slide the small rubber protective cap over the copper stop
sleeve to prevent discomfort or injury.

Step 8: Testing
Verify that the cable stop sleeve can be pulled 1/16” away (forward) from the steel tab before the
trigger bolt contacts the bottom part of the slot.
Verify that pulling the trigger bolt upwards with your little finger results in the cable pulling the
un-lock button in, unlocking the flap lever. Verify also that moving the trigger bolt fully provides a
bit more button movement than the minimum necessary to unlock the flap handle.
Verify that the flaps do not un-lock until the trigger is pulled approximately 50% of its movement.
Verify that the un-lock button “snaps” firmly back into the locked position when the trigger bolt is
released and the flap handle is moved into any and all of the flap positions.
Verify that there is no interference between any part of the EZ Flap device and the instrument
panel, flight, trim or engine controls, any sub-panel, switch panel, any avionics or electrical components, interior upholstery, etc at each and every flap position from fully retracted to fully deployed.
Verify that the flaps can be fully deployed and retracted using the “new” device handle and trigger
bolt, the “old” flap handle and un-lock button, and every possible combination of both. Both flap
actuating systems must work independently of each other in every way.
Verify that any original flap control placard is not covered by the EZ Flap device and is fully legible. If the placard is not fully legible, remove the EZ Flap device, peel off the placard and move it
aft on the flap lever (or re-install a replacement flap control placard) at a location where it is in full
view of the pilot and not obscured by the EZ Flap device.
Step 9:
Make the appropriate entry in the logs and add the EZ Flap STC paperwork to the aircraft records.
The overall change in weight and balance is usually considered negligible, approximately 1 lb. installed weight at a station fairly close to the wing leading edge.

Operation:
To deploy or retract the flaps using the EZ Flap handle, grasp the upper handle and pull the trigger
bolt with your little finger until the flap mechanism unlocks, and either raise or lower the EZ Flap
handle as desired, releasing the trigger bolt to lock the flaps into any of the original flap positions.
The EZ Flap handle can be used to deploy the flaps through the full range of movement if desired,
however the original aircraft flap system remains fully operational and can be used at any time as
well. Any combination of using the EZ Flap handle device and the original flap control can be used
at the pilot’s convenience.

EZ Flap flap handle extension device
General Maintenance and Inspection
Any time that moving the EZ Flap trigger bolt does not easily move the un-lock button a little
more than what is needed to un-lock the flap lever (due to cable stretch or general wear), repeat
Step 8: Final Adjustment to take any slack out of the cable and re-tighten the trigger bolt.
Check the proper operation of the EZ Flap handle extension device through the full range of
travel during each pre-flight inspection, verifying that the un-lock button “snaps” firmly into
the extended (locked) position when the flap lever reaches each stage of deployment and retraction.
Suggested annual or 100 hour inspection/maintenance checklist
Lightly lubricate the inside of the upright tube and aluminum slug using good quality grease at
each 100 hour / annual inspection, or when any significant friction is felt in the trigger mechanism while actuating the flaps. Move the trigger and aluminum slug through its full travel several times to insure the grease is spread along the sides of the slug, and that there is no
“grabbing” or “galling” between the tube and slug.
Lubricate the exposed surface of the cable (at the front of the cable sheath) with several drops
of thin penetrating oil at each 100 hour / annual inspection, or when any significant friction is
felt in the trigger mechanism while actuating the flaps. Make sure the penetrating oil is dribbled
into the cable sheath along the cable, while actuating the cable back and forth with the trigger,
to work the oil back into the cable sheath.
Inspect lower clamp bolts for looseness at each 100 hour / annual inspection, or when any
looseness / movement is felt in the main attachment while actuating the flaps.
Inspect the trigger bolt and steel tab attach screws for looseness at each 100 hour/annual inspection, or when any slippage or looseness is felt while actuating the flaps.

Message From the Inventor
I sincerely hope that your EZ Flap flap handle extension provides you with a safer, more enjoyable flying experience, and that you enjoy increased capabilities and additional controllability
of your aircraft. If you experience any problems installing or using your EZ Flap, feel free to
contact me at info@ezflaphandle.com or the contact phone number at the website
www.ezflaphandle.com .
I’d also love to hear your stories of how EZ Flap improved your ability to get the most out of
your aircraft, or enhanced your safety and convenience!
Bill Berle
Inventor/Designer, EZ Flap

Also contact EZ Flap to make sure you
have the correct steel tab (Step 6 above)
which will be provided to you at no cost.

NOTE: Stinson owners please contact EZ
Flap for your free drill jig tool which guarantees the correct (critical) hole alignment.

cable

